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Letter from USGs 
 
Dear Participants of Atamun Online’20, 
 
We are Burcu Özkanlı & Kayra Demir Demircan and we are currently studying at 
Atayurt Science High School as a 10th graders. It is an honor and pleasure to 
present ourselves as Under Secretaries Generals of the FCC committee at the 
ATAMUN ONLINE’20 conference. We will always be there for you to help every time 
when it’s necessary and of course, your lovely chairs Tolga and Kıvanç will help you 
too. Feel free to ask and discuss positions, relations, and reactions about countries 
and delegations. We suggest you to be active and social throughout the sessions. As 
you may notice our committee is different than other regular committees. You, 
delegates, have to make your own future which means abounding possibilities. You 
have to find the best ending for yourself. And also, try to write creative directives 
because everything is up to your imagination. Read this guide well before the 
committee, so that you will be able to command and lead the sessions with your own 
directions. Your speeches will create ideas in other delegates’ minds. Also, don’t be 
shy to make mistakes and have so much fun! We will do our best to make you 
comfortable during the sessions and make sure you will enjoy the committee. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Burcu&Kayra 
 
 
Definition of Turanism  
 

At first for the committee, you have to know the basic philosophy of Turanism. 
What is Pan-Turanism? Simply put, Pan-Turanism is an ideology that aims at 
creating a Turkic superstate stretching from the Balkans in Europe, eastwards 
across Turkey, Iran(Persia) the Caucasus Central Asia up to and including northwest 
China. 
The logic behind this is that all people who speak Turkish must be incorporated into 
the Turkic superstate.  
 
 



 
 
History of Pan-Turkism 
 

In BC 300 first Turkish country built by Teoman. This country's goal is to get 
all Turks in the same country. This county is reached their goal and this county count 
as the first county of Turks. But because of Chinese, this country broke down. And 
then Gokturks comes up, this country gets all Turks in the same country too. And 
also this country has the first Turkish alphabet. But they are still in a fight with 
Chinese people. This country goes down again and then Second Gokturks comes 
up. But this country doesn’t have any actions. Chinese get them easily. Turkish 
people had problems in Middle Asia and they need to survive that’s why Turkish 
peoples go around the world. Some of them go to Europe from the upper Black Sea, 
some of them go to Anatolia and some of them move to the American continent. 
After this time all these countries are coming from some little percent of Turks. In 
Europe, Europe Hun Empire comes and stays there until 495. In Anatolia, some 
great countries come up, for example, Anatolian Seljuq Empire, Ottoman Empire. 
These two empires’ goal is to conquer the whole world. But none of them able to do 
this. But Ottoman Empire stays for 600 years in three continents until 1877. After this 
date, the great empire goes down in 43 years. In 1905, Turks heard Pan-Turkism for 
the first time and that’s the beginning of the great idea. Pan-Turkism is a political 
idea that is getting all Turk’s in the same country. In 1905 this idea was just an 
escape way for Turks from the war. But when the 2nd constitutional monarchy the 
leader of the Committee of Union and Progress, Enver Pasha, wants to use civil 
crisis in Russia and wants to collect all Turks in the same country. This idea was one 
of the rescuer ideas for the Ottoman Empire. After the huge loss of the Great War, 
Great Britain gives the Treaty of Sevres and this idea goes up to dusty shelves until 
1920. In 1920 Turkey Republic won its Independence War and show the world they 
are unbreakable. But the rest of the Turks are colonized under Great Britain, Russia 
and France. In 1923 M. Kemal ATATURK wanted to make this idea come true but 
Turkey was a tired and young country. Their people, army, and economy were weak. 
That’s why this idea goes up to dusty shelves again. On 20th July 1974, Cyprus 
Peace Operation happened and this idea comes to agenda again for Turks. Also on 
25th December 1991, USSR goes down and the rest of the Turks give their countries 
names. Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Mongolia, and others. In 2009 Turks 
wants to make this idea come true and they opened a council. This council called 
Turkic Council. In this council, the main topic is “How happy is he/she who says I’m a 
Turk!”. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Scenario 
 
In the 2050s, the Turkic Council countries started to have a clear intimacy 
economically and politically with their meetings and etc. In the meantime, China got 
its capitulations from the majority of the world which made them powerful day by day. 
In March 2057, when China & the Philippines’ tensions were high, China exploded 
the whole Philippine navy when they patrolling in South East Asia. At first, This 
action caused an agreeable tension in the world and as a result, the US censured 
China about their current action. China stands behind its moves and on the 28th of 
March,2057. World War 3 bells had started to ring. 
China tried to pull the Central Asian countries to their sphere of influence but the 
Russian Federation sensed that his move threatened their authority in Central Asia. 
Then, the Russian Federation decided to take place on the US’s side which was a 
great advantage for the US. European Union was very neutral at that point but the 
United Kingdom, as expected, wasn’t a part of it and the UK seemed like their 
political and military view was closer to China’s block. For the US, this was 
backstabbing. So the US’ aircraft forces started bombing over London on 21st 
January 2058. 



After the current action, the UK officially became allies with China. This situation 
caused the disintegration of NATO. China’s block was getting more powerful, they 
include Japan, South Korea, and of course China’s capitulation resource: Africa.US 
and Russian Federation started to realize that they were not in a good position so 
the US thought that they had to play with their best card: nuclear power. On 6th July 
2059, everything was ready at 10 am. 3 ballistic missiles, one hydrogen missile, and 
one neutron missile will hit the UK island by the US. In the beginning, this idea was 
very criminal for some US military leaders. But the UK breaks the friendship between 
these two countries. Button pressed at 10 am. All missiles fly to the UK island and all 
of them hits the big cities. Such as London, Manchester, and Southampton. 
China became the winner of the war. Russian Federation separated into two 
governments as to Western Russia and Eastern Russia. Eastern Russia was 
refractory on being surrender that’s why this war continues for 2 more months. But in 
the end, Great Turkistan Empire’s army entered the war and make Eastern Russia 
surrender. In the peace treaty, for being refractory Chinese government gives hard 
enforcements to Eastern Russia. More taxes in little time. The UK was a wasteland 
and there is no more place to live for %0,1 percent UK civilians. Great Turkistan 
Empire joins at the end of the war and they are able to put in a claim for 
Thessaloniki, Batumi, Musul, Kerkuk, and Northern Iran. This was the end of the war 
and everyone gets their pieces after the war.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Main Time 
 
Now we are in 2101 and Greater Turkestan Empire has left their new federation 
situation and regulate their systems. The colonies that live in the cosmodrome were 
shocked about World War 3 so they had to find a neutral place to have an 
interconnection to live and Greater Turkestan Empire was the best option for that. 
This move provides an advantage to the newly established Greater Turkestan 
Empire. If we look at the Empire’s political regime, it will proceed as federal regime. 
They will be independent in the domestic policies but they have to be connected to 
the Greater Turkestan Empire about foreign relationships. Although China now 
seems like they are in a powerful position, a certain happening that will shake its 
authority may be encountered. Greater Turkestan Empire’s countries will always be 
in touch with each other and act together. They will regularly have meetings and 
discussions about crises/situations.There are two pictures about your current 
position and your goal. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 Great Turkistan Empire 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Countries 
 
Turkey: The most powerful country in Turkic Union. 
Their army power is the strongest one. Their 
leaders have nice leadership but sometimes they 
care for their religion a lot. Their technology for war 
is very developed. 
Leader: Burcan Özkan 
 
 
 
Azerbaijan: Their army power is at 3rd place for 
Turks. They know some Russian tactics. And they 
can able to go to space. Their lands are all-purpose 
for agriculture. Also, they have the strongest 
economy. Their technology for space is very 
powerful. 
Leader: Hazəl Turən 
 
 
 
 
Turkmenistan: Well for army power they are 2nd. 
But their leaders don’t have enough leadership to 
manage an army. Their economy isn’t very good but 
not to bad too. 
Leader: Karim Hamzhaçebiov 
 
 
 
 
Uzbekistan: They developed for army technology 
but their soldiers don’t know how to fight. They need 
training for being in a war. Their leaders don’t have 
leadership as Turkmenistan. Their economy isn’t 
very developed. 
Leader: Kovinçan Nöparkan 
 



 
 
Northern Cyprus Turkish Republic: Until their 
association with other Turk’s no one knows 
anything about this country. They don’t acknow 
Cyprus as the Turkish Republic. Their economy is 
stronger than Turkey’s. And their economy mostly 
depends on tourism. 
Leader: Taner Çiftçi 
 
 
 
Kyrgyzstan: They are in danger because of their 
borders. Their contiguous country is China and 
right now we have some problems with China. 
Their leaders have enough leadership but their 
soldiers are not good at fighting.  
Leader: Ardanbay Atikol 
 
 
 
 
Kazakhstan: Their army power is less strong than 
Turkey, stronger than Turkmenistan. Their leaders 
have good leadership for war. Their soldiers are 
always ready. But their only minus is technology. 
They need to develop and have to find a way about 
technology.  
Leader: Tolgahan Bahdırov 
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